
Campus Labs for Student Success

Reframe your view. 
Retain more students.



Campus Labs for Student Success

Data-powered insights.  
A holistic strategy  
for retention.
Peer mentoring and learning communities. First-year experience programs and  

extended orientation. Early alerts and targeted advising. And the list could go on.  

The question isn’t whether you’re doing enough. It’s whether you know exactly  

who’s at risk, which initiatives are having the greatest impact, and how you can  

pivot your approach before it’s too late. With Campus Labs for Student Success,  

you’ll have a complete solution to manage your retention strategy and gain a  

comprehensive view of what student success really looks like at your institution. 

“ Utilizing Campus Labs at LSU has provided us a way to identify students who are most at risk, connect with them  
individually, and target resources to students in critical need.”

 Emily Hester, Assistant to the Vice Chancellor for Student Life & Enrollment, Louisiana State University



Eliminate the guesswork—with our fully integrated, custom solution

         Predictive analytics 
 We analyze your campus data and then produce  

a completely custom model that captures all the  
variables unique to your campus 

 Comprehensive data points go beyond common  
variables like GPA and demographics 

 Multiple predictive scores ensure the most  
up-to-date forecasting  

          Advising management
  At-a-glance profiles of individual students provide  

all the data your advisors need to assign appropriate  
resources and offer care 

 Our data integrations let your advisors access data about  
demographics, class attendance, involvement activity,  
early alerts, financial aid status, and more 

 Your advisors can keep track of individuals or cohorts,  
and even create unique groups to monitor 

         Custom dashboards and insights 
 Pre-built reports highlight trends, and custom reports  

surface insights unique to your institution 

 Real-time tracking monitors the progress of both  
individual students and cohorts  

 Dynamic dashboards help identify who’s at risk and  
which interventions are working  

          Strengths-based assessments 
 Our Student Strengths Inventory™ measures noncognitive  

factors like academic engagement, academic self-efficacy,  
and resilience

 The validated instrument is ideal for supporting students in  
their first year of enrollment, especially first-generation learners

        Streamlined office tools  
 Location check-ins indicate the reasons for student visits  

and help monitor student wait times 

 Individual and group messaging options facilitate  
communication between meetings  

 Students can easily schedule appointments with their  
advisor or anyone else in their connected support network 

        Automated early alerts  
 Easy-to-categorize alerts cover everything from class  

absences to noncognitive factors to assessment results 

 The API can trigger alerts based on warning signals  
such as poor midterm grades or late registration for  
a proactive response  

 Create alerts and view responses in the same portal  
where faculty track attendance and record grades  

Track key metrics for targeted insights and immediate action. 

At-a-glance profiles provide all the relevant data you need for 
intentional advising.

We’re more than just our software.
You don’t just get a powerful set of tools with Campus Labs. You get a true partner who understands higher education and is 
fully invested in your success. When you become a Member Campus, a dedicated consultant will work with you every step  
of the way to make sure our tools are meeting the specific needs of your institution.
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Visualize Impact.  
Empower Change.

An integrated platform to experience your data and reveal actionable insights 

The Campus Labs® platform provides a centralized hub for a holistic view of your  

campus, so you can collect and connect your data and then explore the right questions.  

Whether the goal is data-informed strategic planning, a more precise way to predict  

retention, or innovative tools for student engagement, our platform gives you the  

power to extract valuable insights about your institution’s effectiveness. 


